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Petersen's Bowhunting field editor and bowhunting expert Bill Winke takes you through critical yet

surprisingly easy steps to bow setup and maintenance. Along the way, he breaks down how bows

and accessories work together and the best tuning methods to get your arrows shooting accurately.

From paper tuning to getting fixed-blade broadheads to fly straight, Winke has taken the mystery

and guesswork out of setting up an accurate hunting bow and produced an illustrative and in-depth

tuning guide that will be a great addition to your bowhunting library.
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I follow Bill Winke on the Mid-West Whitetails web shows and have read several books and many

articles by him. So when I found out He had a new book on setting up a hunting bow and I was

wanting to set up a new bow, I had to get his book.The book was very informative and covered each

application of hunting bows and their accessories. Modern hunting bows can run you over a

thousand dollars so having an expert guide is a wise investment in my eyes.Some of my concerns

dealt with type of arrow rest. I loved my full capture rest, but had read so much about drop-a-ways

being the best. Winke explains the pros and cons of both of these as well as many others and

instilled my confidence in my choice.One area that I felt could have used more coverage was

stabilizers. Other than that all my questions were answered as well as some areas that I had not

even considered.If you are considering buying a new bow or modifying an older bow, this book is a

must.



what a fantastic read. bill winke is the utmost authority on bowhunting, his writings are truly

awesome and inspiring. this book is no different. the pictures and illustrations are beautiful and

bountiful. this book is LOADED with excellent, quality pictures. bill winke has detailed alot of bow

tuning processes. from outfitting your workbench to bare shaft tuning, this is a wealth of knowledge.

an absolute must read from the beginner to the seasoned trophy hunter. if you are going to just buy

one book on bow set-up, this is the one. 6 stars

Simply put, Winke's book is the best there is when it comes to setting up a compound for hunting.

It's both up to date and comprehensive. If you want to learn how to set up your own bows, this is a

great reference.

I bought this for my husband as a Christmas gift. He has been bow hunting for about 3 years now in

addition to the other seasons (gun, and muzzleloader). I showed it to my brother who has been bow

hunting for 10 years now, and he STILL thought it was a nice book. He was sitting down to just keep

on reading. He said that he thought it would be useful no matter how long you have been hunting

because it has a different point of view and perspective. He said it covered the basics, and so e

more advanced ways to set up the bow. I had to take the book away so he didn't keep it. Anyhow, I

recommend this book and so does a experienced hunter.

I wanted a book that would help me figure out how to be more self-reliant since the nearest bow

shop is a few hours away. This book is it. I think its a great how-to book and would definitely

recommend it to other people who want to learn more about maintaining modern hunting bows.

I love how much information is in this book. I was a little upset after reading it though to find nothing

on stabilizers in this book. Not even mentioned anywhere in the text. I figured it would be in the

chapter entitled "Silencing and Idiotproofing Your Bow", but again, no mention of stabilizers. There

was also no mention of arrow spine. These are items I would think a pro would think of when

selecting and setting up the "perfect" bow. Overall a fantastic book, and I'm glad I own it. I just think

it missed on a few big things.

Wow. I am fairly new to 3D archery so I am buying and reading a lot of books on the subject, which

includes setting up of compact bows. This is by far the best I have read, and has proved the most

helpful. Handy softback compact format. Well illustrated. The author, obviously an expert ( but



equally recognising that what may work for him is not the only set up that may work for the reader)

cuts to the chase and gives succinct well balanced and thought through recommendations, based

on the best teacher of all, experience.Thoroughly recommended. Buy it, you will not regret it.

I have only been shooting a compound bow for a few years, but after reading this book i have been

able to diagnose and correct all of my bow tuning issues. This is a great resource for anyone

interested in maintaining and tuning their own bow.
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